
Instant Architectural Drainage

Shadow Line Point Drains

Discrete finish, invisible look.

Any thickness tile, easily removed for access to the drain.

Easy clean Stainless Steel.

Architectural Stainless 
                          Steel Specialist

URBAN SERIES 
SHADOW LINE Point Drains

The highest quality, slimmest, all stainless steel, tile point drain...
              Easy to install, hard to see...

www.wettsolut ions.com.au

W.E.T.T. Solutions Pty Ltd
Ph: 02) 9810 1217
Fax: 02) 9810 6795
Email: sales@wettsolutions.com.au
600 Darling St Rozelle NSW 2039
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Designer stainless steel point drains developed to compliment the URBAN  linear 

channel drain system, or to be used instead of a traditional floor waste. Rather than 

making a feature of the drainage point , the Shadow line is completely invisible, yet 

has the same intake capacity as a traditional  100mm floor waste. The 5mm perimeter 

intake slot, and flat plate adhesive surface allows the designer to specify  a floor finish 

to compliment the  bathroom design. It can be used with any thickness tile, from glass 

mosaic, ceramic and natural stone  slabs.

Being only 13mm thick over all allows for easy and trouble free installation as the 

depth does not impact  on the overall bed depth if using a screed bed . The flexibility of 

multiple outlet diameters , allows for the shadow line to be installed in shower 

recesses, bathroom floors, laundries, balconies, powder rooms, swimming pool sur-

rounds, and roof top drainage.



The Highest Quality Shallowest, all Stainless Steel,
tile point drain...          Easy to install, hard to see...

URBAN series
Instant Architectural Drainage
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Disclaimer - All reasonable care has been taken with the compilation of this brochure. This brochure is meant as a guide only in specifying and installing Urban drains. It is the customers responsibility to 
ensure that the product is suitable for its intended purpose. Wett Solutions assumes no responsibility for the specifications or installation of its products or for improper reliance or misuse of the information 
herein. Due to continuous product development Wett Solutions  reserve the right to change manufactured dimensions  without prior notification and we have a manufacturing tolerances of + or – 2mm.

More technical diagrams downloadable & installations
techniques are on our website:

www.wet tso lu t ions .com.au

SHADOW LINE Point Drains
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“Shadow line are the  highest quality stainless steel point drains, developed to be 
the ultimate invisible surface  drainage system, as well as being simple, fast trouble 
free to install.
 
The shallowest drain available at only 13mm deep, combined with the, 3 surface 
finish options, and variable outlet sizes creates the perfect point drain for all 
architectural drainage applications.
 
Shadow Line is 130mm square over-all, has a fully removable stainless steel tile 
plate, which allows full access to the discharge outlet. The design of the tray allows 
any thickness tile to be adhered to it without the need to reduce the thickness, 
saving considerable time in the installation process.
 
The tile tray can also be installed without a tile highlighting the stainless steel as a 
feature, or using a stainless steel wedge wire grate  to match  the
Urban series linear drains. They have the same intake capacity of a traditional
100mm floor waste. Available in 304 and 316 Grade Stainless Steel.

 Optional stainless steel wedge wire grate.

 Removable tile tray , all stainless steel

 Stainless steel base, variable outlet sizes
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